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A show with a :"magazine" format, 30 minutes or an hour of short 5-15 
minute segments, syndicated shorts, locally produced productions, 
local news, features of interest, etc. X

All good X

All good X

All is good for now.  No recommendations. X

all things considered full show in afternoon. X

Alternative news X

Alternative news in the daytime hous X
Am quite happy with the programming, especially the news. Last 
question was hard to answer as I appreciate the national, international 
and local news equally as well as most music programs. Not a fan of 
classical.music, but to each their own. X

Americana X

An occasional viewpoint from the center or center right. X
Anything with Selector J, Investigative reporting like Reveal, On The 
Media. X
Artistic/science intelligent programs like everythingsounds.org  Ttbook.
org X X

Balanced politics. X

better local news, the reporting is sloppy. X

Bluegrass music, world music   Less funk X

Can't think of anything X

Can't think of anything at the moment :) X

Can’t say. X

Children’s programming X

Classical   Jazz X

Classical and Cool Jazz music X

classical music X

classical music X

classical music X

Classical music X

Classical music X

classical music X

Classical music at night. X

comedy - something light

Community and local news. X X
Community discussion.  I like NPR and most of the programming.  Like 
the variety of music. X X
Community event announcements and local artists.  Commentary by 
local citizens.  COVID-19, Fire Coverage and Local community issues. X X X

community news X
Current Affairs. (As an example, KPFA has some great programming 
throughout the day...) X
david pakman and i miss jeff blankfort sooo much!  i regularly catch AR, 
ralph nader, thom hartman, on the media, left, right & center, living on 
earth, city arts & lectures, commonwealth club & joy on wednesdays X X

Discussion about the status of youth and ways to support families X
Discussion and talk about climate change, covid-19 and psyche 
battering government and economic paradigm proliferated crisis. X

Dr. Drew Colfax X

Eclectic music X

Eclectic music X

ethnic/ world music X
Ethnic/world music, classical music (though I recognize that there's 
already a good deal of both). Personally I would like less jazz, but I 
understand that you must cater to many varied tastes. X

Even more local news!  Also more spanish language programming. X X
Everything. I have very limited listening hours but need news most in 
those timeslots (before work, lunch, after work). X X

Fantastic music with local programmers. X

Fine the eclectic way that it is. X X

Folk music like Kate Wolf, Holly Near X X

Folk Music, more interview programs like Fresh Air. X
For me, I find music/local info/news to be balanced.  In both home and 
car, I pretty much just turn on the radio and listen and enjoy whatever's 
on.  At the very least, I know that if it's not my favorite program, I can 
just wait awhile, and something else  will be arriving. X

Fresh Air like interviews and discussions X

Fun music (like Mendocino Block Party) X

Good balance as is.  Thanks! X

Good news

Good news

good old rock and role X

gotta think about that X

Grateful Dead X

Happy with X

Happy with the way things are. X

Hawaiian Music X

Heavyweight Sounds X

Humor, short stories of hopefulness and good will for adults & children X X
i am fine with your current programming, and you change in response 
to community needs.  bravo X

I am happy with the diversity of programming. X

I am happy-and listen to jukebox when I can't listen in the car etc. X
I can't think of anything I  would add.  KZYX provides a great variety of 
shows, something for everybody.  Sounds like a pledge pitch. X
I feel you offer an excellent variety of programs, information and music 
currently. X
I like hearing up-to-date announcements regarding COVID-19, FIRE and 
EMERGENCY situations in Mendocino County. X
I like it as is. With the streaming I can listen to the late night music 
shows I like best. X

I like the local news and interviews and feel that is a help to keeping us 
informed.  By the way, I rated music 5 just because I have many other 
sources of music - I think that is a very important area to continue and 
grow X X
I like the local news, especially the in depth reporting on one issue that 
characterizes the morning broadcast, but I wish there could be more X

I like the mix as is. X

I like the variety as it is. It seems to cater to a broad listening audience. X
I like the variety... even the things I don't like as much, it's nice there's 
such a variety X

I listen mostly to humble pie X

I love Oak & Thorn! X

I love the mix of local and national--maybe a bit of international? X
I love the morning classical and afternoon jazz. I listen all day Saturday 
and Sunday afternoon. I’d probably listen to more evening programs if I 
knew what music was being played. X
I miss the BBC news which is no longer part of The World, but I know 
that was not your decision.  I also much preferred On the Media at 6 
pm on Sunday  night rather than the new  time of 7 pm. X

I really miss "City Arts & Lectures" on Friday evening X
I rely on the national and local news coverage and love ALL the jazz 
programming, Selector J and the Redwood Soul Shakedown and 
Sweetsmoke Radio (wish this aired earlier in the day), Na Mele O 
Hawaii, In The Groove, Pride Radio Mendocino, Joyful Noise, Fresh Air, 
Reveal, Snap Judgement (wish this was also aired during the daytime 
hours) and Wait, Wait Don't Tell Me! I so appreciate the COVID-19 
updates with Alicia and Dr. Drew! X

i sincerely believe that the station is perfect! X
I think KZYX is a phenomenal public radio station, and I'm grateful every 
day that I live in a place where I can hear it broadcast in my car. With 
that said, I've been a little surprised not to hear any punk/hardcore 
music, let alone much indie rock, alternative hip hop, electronic music. 
Hopefully, when I have more time, I'd like to host a 
punk/hardcore/emo program. X
I think KZYX is an excellent station. It has so much to offer everyone. 
Can't think of anything offhand that it is lacking. X

I think the Program mix is good. X
I think you are doing a great job as is.    Maybe add one time.... 6 pm....  
with a comprehensive local, state, national and international news 
program.  30 minutes.  Not opinions, just neutral facts (yes, I know 
neutral isn't entirely possible, but it could be a goal). X X X
I usually listen to The World, so would add "international news" to 
question 4 X
I usually listen when I drive and I am doing very little driving right now.  
I do like your music programming so please don't take my rank ordering 
to say I don't. X
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I would like to hear LESS stuff that is simply unlistenable, such as “the 
conversation”, 50 year old bad comedy, listening to Cuban and other 
international news on short wave radio and stuff in Spanish, even 
though I understand Spanish well, because the people who don’t 
understand English don’t listen to this station but a station that 
broadcasts in Spanish. It is already apparent that there is no limit to 
how woke the station can get. It’s not necessary to get on people’s 
nerves just to show you don’t hate immigrants. X
I would like to NOT hear the kids HA HA program on Sundays.  Maybe it 
could go in a weekday afternoon space for kids.  It breaks up the great 
flow that we had. X
I would really love to hear more variety of music! Listened to Nomadic 
Nights recently and it was my favorite music program— I’d love more 
of it! X X

I'm a pretty happy camper! X

I'm fine with me current mix. X

I'm good.  I could do with a bit less cannabis. X

I'm happy with the choices I have now. X

I'm happy with the current programming. X

I'm happy. X

I'm satisfied currently. X

I’m happy with the content X
I’m mostly happy with what I hear. I’m a big jazz lover so I much prefer 
your jazz shows to the new heavy metal shows. But different strokes. I 
LOVE the blues and gospel shows too. Amy Goodman and Politics A 
Love Story,  Christy Wagner’s show, and Diana Coryat’s mendo Latino 
show adds a layer of diversity that’s much needed. Sooo much great 
local reporting. X X

I’M PRETTY HAPPY WITH THE VARIETY YOU OFFER... X

Idk X
If we have to have a cannabis hour, we should include a more balanced 
approach and talk about the severe ecological degradation it brings.   
More youth and Spanish language programs, and music for younger 
generations. X X X

Immediate local pressing news X
In a local emergency please update every hour. Some of us do not have 
phone coverage where we live- cell nor land line. X

In general well balanced, love having Michael Arago on twice a month! X

Inclusion of Covelo/Round Valley in weather reports and local news X

Informative lectures X

International folk music X

Interviews  with locals X
Interviews & Stories/Reports of the POSITIVE activities going on & how 
we can get involved; Early morning uplifting discussions, commentaries 
and music to help people start the day on a positive note.  Right now, 
at 5 am, Thom Hartman is yelling about how horrible all Republicans 
are, then the national news tells us how sick the world is, then you 
have interview with someone that is suffering more than the rest of us.  
We hear it over & over, day after day, month after month. ENOUGH!   
Let's talk about how we can fix things, who is doing good for others, 
and what there is to be joyful about! X

It's a good mix right now. X

It's all good. X

It’s all good. I love the jazz programs the best. X
It’s already diverse enough interesting enough and gods enough quality   
However since we’ve lost some reggae, I’ll vote for more reggae. X

jaz X

Jazz X

JAzz X

Jazz X

Jazz and classical X X

Jazz and Classical music. Those shows are excellent! X X

Jazz and rock X

jazz,funk X

Joe Frank!

keep the diverse programming going. X

Kids programming X

Krista Tippett X

latin; jazz music and less classical X
Less classical and jazz and more local music with the "flavor" of the 
County, during the day hours. X
Less contemporary jazz, more world music.  More insightful 
programming like TED Radio Hour, Radio Lab, Reveal, This American 
Life, Fresh Air X X

Less music more news. X

Lighter classical music such as chamber music. X

Like the current balance of shows X

live music by local performers X

local dj's, not classical X

Local history X

local issues with county officials & organizations X

Local issues, City Council, School Boards X

Local music. X

Local musicians X

Local news X

local news X

Local news X

Local news X

Local news X

Local news X

local news X

local news  a better source of news than NPR X

Local News and Public Affairs X
Local news coverage and kid friendly programs like Radio HAHA, 
especially now with kids home from school. :-) X X
Local news in a synopsis format, less interview.  In other words, I'd like 
to hear more subjects from more areas, but briefly.  Save the in-depth 
reports for community-based category. X

local news is especially appreciated. could you and the mendo voice 
find a way to divide and conquer to offer more? i don't want to 
minimize your efforts, but I feel like the only "media" outlet covering 
the important decisions that the board of supes covers day in and day 
out is the AVA which is terrible. X

Local news not human interest stories X

Local news, esp current headline news X
local news, high school kids programs, Hawaiaan Sunday music 
program regularly every Sunday. X X

Local news.

Local news. X

local news. X
local political     not dumbed down or PC     just people being as truthful 
as possible  also more health ...science is good X

Lost/Found Pets x

Love all the NPR programming X
Love all the variety; maybe more country music? There’s very little. 
Singer/songwriter too. X X
maybe more stories from local farmers and different view points on the 
marijuana industry-for instance at night starting to see grow tents with 
bright LED lights-to me a negative area in the developing business-
highlight the COOP in Ukiah-a wonderful business that uses local 
produce as well X

Mellow jazz for hours and hours X

Mendo Blendo, Humble Pie, Oak & Thorn, Jazz X

Middle-class immigrants, and emigrants, if you can reach them

Modern Rock Music. More Science orientated shows. More humor. X X

More classical music. X
More controversial topics discussed in depth rather than canned 
opinions of national news organizations. For example, sometimes so-
called conspiracy theories turn out to be true, but we are told they 
were debunked, when they were never really given a fair hearing to 
both sides. KZYX could do better in that area. X
More coverage on the Board of Supervisors meetings and decisions. 
Budget cut analysis, and how it will impact the community. Hosting 
discussions for the remaining supervisor candidates. Would also love to 
hear more about the agricultural, arts, and broadband developments in 
Mendocino! X
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More discussion about what our community can do about Covid, a la 
FDR: aka pulling together. It is very very comforting to hear from locals 
in this isolating time. Music, not so much: I have an iPod. Would,love an 
hourlong radio show dedicated to knowing the species of this county. I 
also listen to old time radio on podcasts, would love some more of that.  
Michel Moore’s podcast on stitcher is great, called “Rumble.” less 
music more talk. X X
More discussion the extreme pickle we humans are in with the climate 
crisis, and the destruction of the natural world fueled by full speed 
ahead capitalism.  Also discussion about the crisis the natural world 
faces with nearly 8 billion humans on Earth. X
More folk music. There really is not a station that one can listen to 
"classical" folk music. I subscribe to Pandora for just that reason. X
More interviews with intelligent commentators re the current demise 
of democracy in the U.S. X

More jazz and Americana; less classical X X

More latin shows X
more like old straight ahead rock n roll show or international approach 
to hip hop and roots music X

more local news like Annie Esposito used to do it X
More local news. News that is pertinent to daily interactions with 
official Mendocino Countydom. Less personal interest "fluff stuff". 
More evening access to county officials. When we aren't busy earning a 
living. X
More local news/weather/road conditions breaks during the NPR 
segments, or in dedicated spots of their own. X

More music in the early morning and less talk shows X
More music like Fred Wooley's-Audible Feast, and local talk on issues 
regarding Mendocino County. X
more non-NPR news like  On the Media,  Corporations &  Dem,  Reveal, 
Shortwave Report, Dem Now, etc. X

More NPR X

More NPR programming X

More of Jimmy Humble, folk and bluegrass kind of music X X
More positive, vibrant & hip music! We need r station 2 b a strong 

leader in the community. We r right behind u🙏 X X
More programming such as Living on Earth at prime times in stead of 
Debbie Downer at Democracy Now. Do not know how people listen to 
it every day without becoming depressed. I stream marketplace money 
and ATC on KQED at that time. X X
More singer songwriter / Amerikana   aka fred wooley sun show   --   
Rene should do a show ! X
More spanish language programming, especially local news. The station 
needs to increase its relevance to the Hispanic community. X
More variety in your music shows. Love jazz and classical and 
Americana, but there’s way too much of that on Kzyx X
more women's issues, LGBT, bluegrass, reggae & world music, 
Americana X X
More world music, more local talent - musical/spoken word/comedy 
etc, more positive news, more young/younger voices, more cultural 
diversity, more weirdness X

Music X

music X

Music X

Music X

Music like Sunday afternoon X

Music programs X

Music that is not classical X

Music with lyrics (could be bluegrass, folk, world, rock, soul, etc) X

music without so much talk X

National and world news X

National shows X
Never listen to Monday 9am and Tuesday 9am i.e. hispanic programing 
and pot programing.  I would think these programs could be put on 
later in the day or in the evening.

news analysis, music that is not jazz or classical X X

News stories and current news X X

No preference X

no suggestion X

not a regular listener, so it's not up to me.
Not as much morning Tom Harter.  I like NPR and Local and regional 
news.

Not sure X

Not sure. X

Nothing coming to mind. X

nothing I can think youdoita for me X

Nothing in particular. X

Nothing really. X

Nothing to add at this time X

Nothing, appreciate all of the music. X

Nothing. The station is perfect X

NPR X

NPR X

Npr X

NPR X

NPR interviews and story telling X

NPR programs X

NPR programs X

OK as is. X

Older Rock Music 1960 and 1970 X

personal stories and mello jazz, R&B and blues X X X
Please ask what I'd like to hear less of? Answer -- less dj talk, more 
actual music; less promotional fluff, more of whatever program is on 
the air. X
Podcasts (similar to this American life and snap judgement) and humble 
pie type music X

Pretty good balance as is. X

professionally produced news and current events X
Programs produced out of the area, such as Wait Wait Don't Tell Me, 
From the Top, Check Please Bay Area X
Quirky community shows. I love trading time and the local discussion 
shows that make me feel connected to my community. Covid coverage 
has also been great! X

Rad eclectic music X

Real local news, not features X

Really like the programming as is. X

Relevant programs- more interviews, TED talks X

Renewable energy hour! x
Right now there is a nice mix. The COVID report with Dr. Drew Colfax 
and Alicia Bales as well as the updates with Dr. Doohan are very 
helpful. I love Alma Latina! X
Sanely said or respectfully reported differing views from the 
community. X

satisfied X

Satisfied with current mix. X
Satisfied with the diversity of programming.  Would hope that 
presenters get better mic training: fewer "y'know"s, "kind of/sort of"s, 
sing-song-y sentences, and less vocal fry! X

Science and general education information X

Science and Nature programming; Native/Indigenous programming X X

Science and thoughtful conservatives X
Shows interviewing local people /non profit groups or businesses in 
Mendocino County providing much needed services we don't usually 
hear about as well as ways the community can support them with 
volunteers and resources. Also provide a forum for individuals starting 
a non profit service to gather support community support. X

Shows like Echoes from PRX. X

Shows like This American Life, Snap Judgment, Moth Radio X

shows that highlight local concerns and people X

Smart people

So far this works fine for me. X

Spanish language programming X

spoken word shows:  the Moth, Storytelling, poetry, etc X

sports coverage X

Statewide news X
Student-run programming, state news, NPR’s alt-Latino and others like 
it, Native news, folk music. X X X X X

surprise me X

Tango X

Ted Radio Hour Freakanomics X

ted talk
The mix is great as it is! You are doing a great job! Coverage of the 
pandemic is very good. X

The programming is good as is. X
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The second hour of All Things Considered X
The Thom Hartmann Program should be on during the regular day. He 
is intelligent and well-informed. (only one day's worth available on 
Jukebox)  Likewise shows like Project Censored. X
There is interesting programming between 3 and 7 AM that I listen to if 
I am awake.
This American Life, Radio Lab, Smoke Dreams, Democracy Now, Oak 
and Thorn, World Tour X

Thom Hartmann X
Thom Hartmann at a decent time. He is incredible and as it is now, 
KZYX has his show from the PREVIOUS day, not even up to date. X
Thoroughly enjoying your Celtic show and I'm slowly dipping into 
others.

Very happy with what you offer right now. X

W Dan Treehose X

We enjoy everything! We mostly listen to the music. X

we like the music- a nice variety X

World music X

World music in the morning. X

World news X
you are doing a good job, weather could be more consistent in 
coverage X X
You are doing a great job!  Very much appreciate the Covid 19 coverage 
and local issues. X

State, county and national news. X X
You guys do a great job and I like your programming. I would like 
more Lake County coverage, but don't expect it. X X
local programming like Jimmy Humble, Treehouse, Radiogram, 
and syndicated shows like Living on Earth in evening or weekend 
morning time slots X

More science, less commentary. More music X x
Interactions and interviews with Mendocino College students and 
professors. Another, older age grouped, children focused 
programming.  Artist interviews, art calendar, and reviews of 
gallery and museum shows in our county and beyond. X X
I really can't say.  I think there is good variety and balance in the 
programming. X
I like your programming. The night shift rocks - please let them 
know X

music X

music X
Alma Latina is the best program we’ve got. I appreciate the 
bilingual programming, as it helps me with my Spanish, and they 
play great music!  Also, more bluegrass. X

I would like more local Spanish language and music 
programming by native spanish speakers. i'd also like to hear 
more Black and Indigenous voices and perspectives on the 
station X X

BBC, NPR , Al Jezeera X X X
local news and notification of emergency incidents (fire, road 
closures) X

More Spanish programming :) X

I would love two short stories on local news instead of one - or 
one in the morning and different news in evening. Or perhaps 
one main story but a 2-3 minute review of county news that just 
happened that day . . .? X
The current programming is fine. I would like to hear existing 
classical and jazz programming follow the news ending at 7 PM. X X

more local news X

Reggae X

Music I enjoy. More in depth and timely news coverage. X X X

Community stuff X
During these stressful times, so many people feel unsettled and disheartened.  
I would really appreciate  public affairs programmers who provide such a 
valuable service, to try to conclude as many of their reports as possible with 
some positive topic.  There are many good things going on, and even if it’s a 
short anecdote about an act of kindness, a progressive environmental project, 
a humorous incident or whatever, we need to keep spirits and hope up.  Just a 
suggestion - thanks. X

Diverse local based shows X

young voices. Rubber biscuits anyone? X
Summary of Local Community Happenings and Interviews....historical 
interviews are very much appreciated. X

1. I'd like to hear more public meetings on the radio, though they should 
maybe not all go onto jukebox to preserve the privacy of those participating in 
the meetings.  2. Living on Earth and Ralph Nader Radio Hour during day time 
hours.    3. Include material that includes third parties in politics.  4. Local 
programs should always trump national programming.  If a show is still in an 
important discussion topic, programmers should be able to hold off on 
national news or some other canned npr show until they are finished.  Corona 
virus updates have been preempting thoughtful shows like Corporations and 
Democracy or TUC radio.  Those updates should instead preempt npr news 
shows which are on three times daily and often have inane reports on corona 
virus while local reports are more informative and responsibly stated.  5.  
When Fund Drives collect money by show, the donations are tallied up as a 
way to present the popularity by show. Some high quality shows are put on 
during hours that many people are asleep and therefore people who do like 
them are less likely to vote with their dollars for those shows.  So that is a self 
fulfilling prophesy that they will stay in the low preference time slot.  I'd like 
for Renee at the station or you as the advisory group to use technology so 
that people could vote by direct show vote, selecting their variety of 
preferred shows.  It might look something like a meet up application where 
people select the times they are available and then select a time where the 
most people are available.  Maybe a check next to each preferred show. X X X

am satisfied X

more talk radio, less music X X

Local environmental issues X
The COVID-19 information is truly appreciated and a real community service!  
Thank you.  Just as an aside, it always irritated me in the past that the national 
news was interrupted when the fire information was given.  It seems as 
though that could have been given at the bottom of the hour or at quarter to 
the hour inasmuch as it was pretty repetitive. I think Alicia Bales does an 
outstanding job interviewing people.  She's thorough and probing without 
being offensive.  Her COVID-19 coverage is also outstanding.  I'd love it if she 
did more interviews.  I also appreciate the recent outreach to the Native 
American and Latino/a populations. X X X

I specifically listen to Jazz Odyssey, as Its hort, Jerry Karp, and I are friends. X
I am happy with your programming balance.  I have been particularly reliant 
on Drew Colfax ..... X X
I really enjoy the npr shows... Wait, Wait, This American life, Fresh Air etc.  
Maybe more of that.... Science? Comedy?  That said, KZYX provides an eclectic 
assortment of programs and I enjoy the variety.  X X
I used to love women's voices. sorry that feminist programming appears to be 
at 4 AM. x X

Local news (local politics, environment, events, culture) X

Can't think of anything X
I would like to hear more native American news. I enjoy the short one at one 
o'clock, when I can catch it.  I arrange my life around tuning in to the 
coronavirus reports.  I really enjoy "Wait, wait, don't tell me", This American 
Life, all the local talk shows, and the tree house; I miss Prairie Home 
Companion, and, of course Rick Blaufeld.  I would like less classical music, but 
I know a lot of people like it. X X X

humor X
Bring back Radiolab, To The Best of Our Knowledge, Invisibilia, etc.   Also 
ambient/“space” music Sunday (or other) evenings. X X X

Governor Newsom's COVID news conferences X

nothing more X
The best programs should get the best timeslots, which means there are great 
and important shows (eTown, Climate One, the excellent new A Way With 
Words, etc.) that get sent to the overnight graveyard while we have lesser 
shows in prime positions just because the programmers are local. I'm sure it's 
hard to give bad news to people you know. And why does Reveal have two 
timeslots? It's not a bad show but... x

business financial news, ie Market Place w/ Kai Ryssdal X
With local news, less "fluffy" news stories....no long personal stories.  Want to 
hear what has been going on with crime, outages, important decisions....
KMUD and Independent Coast Oberver/ also Red Headed Blackbelt has more 
releveant news than KZYX.  X
Would love to hear Radio Curious, Thom Hartmann, and Ralph Nader at night 
AS WELL as in the early morning! X X
More "non-themed" music. Is that a word? In other words, I like mixes of 
genres rather than 2 full hours of  one kind such as jazz, classical, reggae.  X
You are doing an exceptional job.  I appreciate news first and music, especially 
classical, the range of other kinds of music.    Local news has gotten much 
better - more substantial. X
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jazz/classic   X X

The current mix of shows, local to national, is good. X

local news X
Local news is sadly lacking on KZYX&Z.  The paltry 5 minutes aired these days 
seems to be an after thought to the stations offering.  Kmud has much more 
Mendocino county news that ought to be aired on KZYX also. I only hear 
Kmud in my vehicle though. X
Quality Classical - soothing! Especially in the morning - no marching tempos.  
Suggestion: Interviews with Spiritual Teachers like "New Dimensions" was. X X
I like "inside Europe" and "Short Wave Report"  I do like community-based 
programming.  I like Scott Simon on weekends, Trading Time.  I like some 
Humble Pie & Oak and Thorn.  I  like jazz like Coltraine, Miles Davis, early jazz. 
Not a fan of atonal jazz.  I like featured exploration of science, art, literature, 
culture...but not, for example, "Living on Earth" with its highly formatted 
almost "canned" presentation.  I want less infotainment. X X X
re: question 4: it's all equally imoprtant.  More: International news, more 
independent news sources at hours we can listen (Free Speech Radio news, 
BBC, Ralph Nader)  Less: NPR X
Information programs: Ecology Hour, TUC, all the Loving Information, Fresh 
Air.  Bring back: New Dimensions, Womens' Voices, a program to replace 
Wholistic Health Prespectives. Put the programs at 11 AM and the 3 PM 
programs at 1 PM. X X X

"Heroes and Patriots" KMUD X

locally produced shows of all kinds X
I think it is already a great mix. There are some music shows that I think 
are great. Don't like everything, but somebody else probably loves it. 
Keep the local news strong. Thank you. X

I think you have it covered in the hours I have to listen, thanks. X

State News, National Syndicated shows. music. X X

Interviews with a variety of community members X
Clean music. Things that don't have the word ass in it or super vulgar 
that requires me to turn change the station whenever I have my child in 
the car (which as a mother is nearly all of the time) X
Better, more complete local news, not stepping on national ME feed.  
KOZT does a much better round up of what's going on around the 
county. X

humor X

Nationally syndicated programming for LGBTIQ listeners. X X
More Spanish programming, something different than Alma Latina that 
will appeal to a younger generation. X

I like it as it is! X
Music... I love music. I’d like Sunday night to be all music. Local news, 
and cal. And national news are important. On hour of NPR ib the am 
ans pm would be sufficient. X

hunting and fishing report X
I've been listening to KZYX for over 30 years.  While I have had issues 
with some programs in the past, I think I will let you continue to make 
these decisions, as you seem better at it than I would be. X
More diversified self promotions. Our radio is on most the day. The 
short redundant rotation is maddening. Most irritating is promos for a 
weekly show that last aired yesterday. Last week there was an ad for 
Trading Time on Saturday afternoon. X

all good. More health shows. We have lost a few. X
interviews with non-profit organizations: their services, their roles as 
part of community X
Ralph Nader at a reasonable hour, Alternative radio, Mumia Abdul 
Jamal, Fair (real media analysis), E-Town at a reasonable hour X

classical music,local news X X
Non standard pub radio-sports program, joe frank, radio lab, TAL, 
comedy, dramas (like bbc radio stuff) something that isn't the standard 
news or music because a lot more can be done w radio.  Short wave 
report is good and more old school reggae. X
Smart rock shows like Kiss Kiss Bang Bang some years ago hosted by 
Nora Mitchell. X

Podcasts

I am very happy with the current programming X

Local news, local music X X

More Americana and Folk music, less Jazz X X

A little less jazz - a little more salsa/Cuban. X
I would like to hear on Friday 7 pm ( not sports show) and Saturdary  8-
10 pm   variety upbeat celebration musical shows X

All is good today X

love the local news and community info X X

I'd like to hear ETown again at a reasonable time. 
Just make sure you KEEP the following:  Morning Edition, All Things 
Considered, Fresh Air, Democracy Now, The World, Shortwave Report X
More jazz...especially in late night and early hours  Like classical in the 
mornings too..  X X
Perfect as is - I cannot imagine it being better. I like the times & the 
diversity. X
City Arts & Lectures on a weeknight - lose something else, an hour of classical 
music for example.     5:00 AM switch Tanzina Baker with Thom Hartman 6:00 
AM. Same with Ralph Nader - 5 AM is absurd. X

Happy with the current programming and time slots! X

You do a good job. I'm satisfied. X

More rock music 1968 and on. More funk. Less rap, punk rock, classical music. X

International news X
More call-in programs & more progressive early AM programs. Include 
members on programming. X
Repeats of syndicated shows during wee am hours. I don't like the 
music on the local late night shows & wish you would shorten the 
shows & give us popular replays. X

Less NPR. More intelligent call-in shows. X X
More talk, less music.  Please add ALL of Thom Hartmann (3 hours). Can 
you get Meghna Chakrabarti (Boston NPR)? 
More East Indian, less Hawaiian music. Less jazz and classical music. 
More meditative, yoga, chi kung instructions with music background 
(15 minute or less segment breaks)

E Town at a more reasonable time, not 3 am.
Please bring City Arts back into a reasonable time slot and Sports Phone 
in the afternoon.

African American women programs.
More shows based on creative intellect and science. More music 
variety. Consolidate news shows into one time slot over the week.

Rock&Roll, reggae, blues
I can't really say - I think you do a stellar job of presenting an eclectic 
mix of news, music and talk shows.
Whatever happended to "Paranormal Observations" Monday at 
midnight?
Is it possible to list who is going to talk on any given talk show the night 
before or in the morning at 7 am?
All in all, thank you for the wonderful job you do!!!
Interviews with local residents - teachers, gardeners, woodsmen, 
business owners
Some of the shows that are on at night, or too early. Have Thom 
Hartman's friday show on Sat morning, not Monday morning. Bring 
back New Dimensions & Le Show. More funny stuff - we need to laugh.
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